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Companies today are investing in the Internet of Things, seeking a range  
of benefits and expecting a rapid return on their investments
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Enterprises today are more evolved and sophisticated than ever. 
Ultimately, they vie with each other on value and service in an 
ultra‑competitive global market where cost‑optimized 
manufacturing, precision logistics, innovative sourcing, increased 
digitization and emerging economies are changing the face of 
commerce and society.

Competition comes not only from the same old places 
but from new ones too as incumbents are discomforted 
by disruptive start‑ups that can use the latest thinking, 
processes and technology to reimagine old markets and 
create new ones.

The result: a blended world of opportunity and risk where 
you can’t rely on brand alone to stay competitive, and 
where the specter of obsolescence beckons at every turn. 
A survey by Washington University’s John M. Olin Business 
School estimates that 40 per cent of the Fortune 500 will 
no longer exist in just 10 years’ time.

But get transformation right (including digital 
transformation) and riches await, and most of us today 
are looking to technology to be the spearhead of 
innovation, collaboration and co‑creation. One powerful 
way to drive competitive differentiation and digital 
transformation lies with the Internet of Things (IoT) and 
connecting previously ‘dumb’ devices across sensor 
networks. This emerging web of connected objects can 
help companies collect powerful data in real time, 
anticipate service issues, pre‑empt customer needs, 
transform the user experience, improve safety, reduce 
risks, automate operations and build better products.

In this research, we wanted to gauge IoT maturity today 
and produce a report where readers could map their current 
progress and feelings against those of peers. Beyond that, 
we wanted to: identify obstacles to progress; specify in 
which countries, sectors and demographics the laggards 
and early adopters sit; join the dots between Big Data 

analytics, artificial intelligence and IoT; discover how 
vendors can better assist customers; find out how buyers 
are addressing the IoT opportunity; learn about who will 
lead these potentially seismic change projects.

We found the results illuminating and, in short, we were 
particularly struck by:

 ■ Rapid ROI expectations, often within two years

 ■ A market maturing faster than might be anticipated

 ■ IoT’s perceived ability to breed premium pricing and 
revenue‑generating opportunities for customers

 ■ Explicit synergies with Big Data and artificial 
intelligence opportunities

 ■ The belief that vendors need to provide better 
customer support

 ■ The pre‑eminence of IT in driving projects

 ■ That network connectivity and skills could be the 
biggest obstacles

With that, let’s look at the data…

Introduction:  
A World of Change
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Why IoT? A world of opportunity
IoT has attracted huge attention in the media, among 
analysts and as a conference circuit topic. But why, and 
what do people want to do with it? ‘Pretty much 
everything’ came the response to our question, with a 
wide variety of answers closely bunched — a characteristic 
of our survey, as we shall see.

This finding gives the lie to the notion that IoT is purely a 
way to create efficiencies and improve service options. In 
fact, the equal‑biggest response was for neither of those 
things but in improving health‑and‑safety and security. 
This is not a glamour spot for IoT but these findings 
illustrate that respondents feel that safety should never 
be an afterthought, nor a checklist item.

Being able to use data to build smarter strategies is 
also prominent, as are improved maintenance. But 
more interesting than these predictable findings was 
the perception that IoT delivers the chance to create 
new revenue‑making opportunities… more of which on 
the next page.

 Key takeaway

Consider what you see as the most important  
benefits of IoT for your company and industry  
and align projects accordingly.

Investment in IoT
What are the main purposes of your investment or planned investment in IoT? (Select all key reasons)

  20 %  40 %  60 %  80 % 100 %

To improve security, health and safety policies  
for your staff and operations

To provide more insightful data to inform  
strategy and decision making

To better maintain products and services  
(e.g. through predictive maintenance)

To create new revenue streams

To provide better support and service to customers

To gain efficiencies via automated  
machine‑to‑machine processes

To increase labour productivity via more  
efficient workflows

47 %

47 %

46 %

45 %

43 %

42 %

41 %
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Show me the money: IoT and the financial motive
So what are the financial possibilities of IoT?

Again, the answers were cast widely and we need to think 
of IoT as a win‑win proposition that provides both the 
chance to be defensive (retention of ‘flight‑risk’ customers, 
general efficiency) and attacking (premium prices for 
IoT‑infused products, data or services such as retail goods 
enhanced with  sensors, vehicles that report back on their 
location and status, or business intelligence sold to 
interested parties).

More than anything, the biggest financial impact of IoT may 
be the delivery of smarter products that command a 
premium. As we have already seen in the home with smart 

locks, temperature control, lighting and so on, smart use of 
connected digital technology equals a chance to sell at a 
higher margin and to delight users. We can expect this 
same dynamic to be played out in the B2B world.

 Key takeaway

As part of ROI calculation exercises and winning 
executive buy-in, consider what will be the most 
valuable outcomes of IoT projects.

16 %  We will retain more  
customers who might 
otherwise walk away

18 %  We can create efficiencies  
that reduce our cost base

19 %  We can resell valuable  
data to third‑parties

25 %  Customers will pay  
extra for premium  
services and support 

22 %  We can create better and 
more cost‑effective products 
and services that will attract 
new customers because we 
are differentiated from rivals
 

Financial opportunity
What do you expect to see as the biggest financial opportunity from IoT? 
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For many, IoT is already there
The tone of much IoT coverage today suggests this is a 
futuristic, even ‘blue‑sky’, sector — our research findings 
suggest it really isn’t.

In fact, almost three‑quarters of respondents said they 
were either already operational or even delivering value 
while nearly all the rest have near‑term plans. India was 
notably bullish, with 67% saying they were already 
successfully operational, perhaps representing the 
remarkable appetite for technology generally in a 
country transformed by its embrace of IT skills. Many 
BeNeLux (61%) and Iberian (48%) respondents also had 
high levels of confidence.

Clearly, companies are getting on with the task of making 
sense of what IoT means for them. Retail respondents 
(36%) were most likely to say they were already 
successfully operational and IoT certainly is a good fit for 
the delivery of fast‑moving goods and beacons for tracking 
footfall. But Retail was only just ahead of FSI/Banking 
(34%) where wearables and smart devices are changing 
the way we handle payments and we can certainly expect 
more banking integration with smart home equipment. 

Poland’s Idea Bank has even successfully rolled out a 
service where mobile ATMs can help businesses make 
physical cash deposits at the end of the day.

Transportation is also well advanced with 33% saying they 
are already operational and delivering results, 
demonstrating the importance of IoT in transforming 
global logistics, for example through sensors in vehicles 
to deliver precise tracking and better routing.

IoT appears to have matured well beyond the testing and 
market education stages. Roughly speaking, one third of 
respondents are executing, one third are at their initial 
key areas and just one third are still in test/plan mode. For 
those of you in the last category — and certainly for those 
not even at that stage — this should be a wake‑up call.

 Key takeaway

Compare where you are today with IoT planning  
against rivals’ efforts.

1 %   We have no interest

10 %  We are in the  
planning stage

16 %  We are in a pilot phase

35 %  We are successfully 
operational and already 
delivering results 

38 %  We are already  
operational in key areas 

Organization maturity
How would you describe the maturity of your organization today with respect to the Internet of Things? (Select the answer closest to your case)
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Fast returns
On a closely related note, as well as already jumping  
on IoT projects, companies are clearly also expecting 
near‑term returns on their investment for such a  
radical development.

The days of ERP and mega‑outsourcing deals when large 
investments might take several years or even decades to 
make their impacts felt fully are, arguably, over. Cloud and 
the period of economic austerity might have changed 
thinking on IT spending and moved us away from ‘big 
bang’ projects towards more iterative investments that will 
deliver payback within a relatively short period of time. 
Cloud computing has led to expectations of ROI in 
financial quarters rather than years: a huge change in 
mindset from expectations of on‑premises deployments. 
This might also be a clue that many emerging IoT projects 
will be of the step‑by‑step variety.

India was once again bullish with 31% seeing ROI inside a 
year of deploying while 22% of Finance/Banking also saw 
that very rapid return. France, the Nordics and Benelux 

were far less confident but this might reflect the scale of 
deployments among those interviewed with the most 
strategic projects likely to take longer to pay dividends. 
This longer‑term strategic play could also explain why 
Transportation and Manufacturing had relatively high 
numbers among those who expect an ROI in longer than 
three years.

 Key takeaway

Map expected return on investment and explain  
that formula to budget holders.

29 %  In more than three years

25 %  In 2‑3 Years

15 %  Within a year  
of deployment 

31 % In 1‑2 Years 

ROI timeframe
How quickly do you anticipate being able to see ROI? (Select one)
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What’s stopping IoT today?
So, we have established that there are many IoT projects 
ongoing and that they are expected to deliver value 
quickly. But what of those who see challenges in 
successful deployment?

The biggest obstacle seen by our audience lay in 
networking and certainly it will be a challenge to connect 
sensors over what will often be large, federated networks 
with a small power and thermal envelope. The variables 
are many: hostile weather and geographic conditions, 
areas with poor network coverage, staff wearing 
wearables indoors, outdoors, underground or on the 
road… Providers and customers will need to work in 
lockstep with network service providers expert in location 
services, safety and other adjacent skillsets.

But just as notable was the finding that there is a wide 
variety of concerns that give pause for thought in IoT 
projects. The issue of possessing necessary skills is always 
an early‑adopter/market concern but the regulatory 
environment was also a concern for many. Uncertainty as 
to know where to begin and the related point of this 
being perceived as an immature, early‑market area 
received close to a third of votes in total.

There was significant variation by geography. Of the larger 
countries polled, the UK was most concerned by rules 
changes, Germany more likely to see technology as 
immature and France most worried about a scarcity of 
skills. Asia was the region that saw network connectivity 

as being the biggest cause of concern, perhaps pointing 
to an insufficient wireless infrastructure. By sector, 
Manufacturing (72%) was most concerned by a perceived 
immaturity in technology while Transportation (65%) was 
most concerned by network connectivity. The good news is 
that both technology maturity and connectivity should 
advance rapidly in the coming months and years, 
especially as ZigBee, Bluetooth Low‑Energy, Z‑Wave, 
Thread and other technologies mature.

C‑level IT respondents were concerned by rules 
changes — perhaps an after‑effect of spending a busy time 
preparing for GDPR and other incoming regulations. 
Certainly, organizations will need to be very careful with 
their handling of personally identifiable information, just 
as in any connected environment.

 Key takeaway

Consider all possible roadblocks and work around 
these obstacles with the help of experts.

IoT deployment barriers
What would you define as the biggest obstacle to the successful deployment of IoT today?

23 %

Network connectivity

14 %

Uncertainty over  
how to progress

19 %

Lack of available skills

14 %

Little to no  
management buy‑in

15 %

Uncertainty over possible  
regulatory changes

15 %

Market or technology is 
still at an immature stage
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Who you gonna call? Partners are still jockeying for position
In a complex, relatively young sector, the question of if 
and how to partner with third parties is a critical strategic 
concern. And in IoT, our research suggests, buyers are far 
from confident as to who they should select.

Four partner categories emerge as being almost equally 
attractive. There is clearly scope on the supply side for 
services firms to push hard in order to establish 
themselves as go‑to‑market partners.

The extent to which customers will be looking for 
consultative engagements rather than largely ready‑made 
solutions that apply specific use cases is unclear so far. 
Experience suggests that the latter will be more prevalent 
as maturity increases but at this early‑stage a fair amount 
of hand‑holding can be expected.

Competition appears to be diverse for now — a result 
perhaps of proof‑of‑concept feeding frenzy seen by most 
potentially lucrative immature markets — but a classical 

development would lead us to expect more development 
of connected partner ecosystems, some dropping off from 
fringe players and, eventually, a degree of consolidation.

Again, here we saw significant differences by geography 
with the UK most likely to seek large consulting 
organizations, France and the Nordics preferring vertical 
specialization, and India and Iberia seeing strong benefits 
from IoT specialist providers. Of sectors, Retail and Energy/
Utilities were more likely to source from large consultants.

 Key takeaway

Partnering will be critical so consider carefully what 
you need from third-parties and spend time talking  
to them to measure alignment.

IoT Organizations
Which type of organization do you see as being most able to provide you with IoT assistance? (Select up to two)

IoT specialist consulting organization

Network specialist (e.g. telecoms company)

Vertical market specialist with IoT knowledge

Large consulting services organization

Managed service provider for outsourced  
IoT operations

In‑house expertise

  20 %  40 %  60 %  80 % 100 %

29 %

24 %

Nordics 44 %
France 42 %

BeNeLux 42 %

UK 47 %

India 44 %
35 %

Iberia 39 %

Iberia 39 %

34 %

Iberia 39 %33 %

34 %
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Give us some support!
If, as we have established, the role of IoT partner is up for 
grabs, then what should those prospective partners do to 
make themselves more attractive?

Offering deeper customer support is the number‑one 
answer and in all our surveys in this area CIOs express a 
need for a deeper understanding of their unique business 
needs and a willingness to engage with staff rather than 
merely supporting on break/fix issues. But there is also 
widespread demand for a banquet of other factors, 
including contractual (and pricing) flexibility, showing 
deeper understanding of the unique needs of customers 
and, of course, lower tariffs.

These complaints should be at least partially answered 
over time as vendors refine their solutions. But the 
message from buyers is clear: support us, consult with us, 
spend time with us and show empathy… or you won’t get 

our business, never mind a chance to co‑create with us or 
get close enough to work together on broader 
transformation exercises.

The finance and accounting segment were particularly 
keen for vendors to work more closely with them (31%) 
while those in retail and transportation sought better SLAs.

 Key takeaway

Talk to partners about your unique needs and  
select those that most closely align with your  
culture and needs.

15 %  Offer more  
‘as‑a‑service’ offers

18 %  Have more flexible terms 
and conditions and SLAs

Industry splits:
26% Transportation
21%  Retail

20 %  Reduce pricing

24 %  Provide better support 

23 %  Work more closely  
with us to best  
understand our needs

Industry split:
31 %  Finance / Banking / 

Accounting / Investment 

Improvement areas
What single thing could IoT services and equipment suppliers do better to assist customers?
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IoT is closely meshed with AI and analytics
IoT won’t exist in a vacuum; instead, it will be a critical 
component of digital transformation and the ways in 
which companies develop new products, service elements 
and revenue streams. The very nature of it as a federated 
technology with tentacles in many places across the wider 
business (and even outside of it) means that other 
complementary technologies will be involved. Two 
obvious candidates are AI/machine learning and Big Data.

Our research suggests that both will be intimately 
involved with IoT, spurred on perhaps by greater adoption 
of smart wearables and devices, and all to the purpose of 
better safety tracking, process and product design and 
anticipating issues.

Asian respondents were overwhelmingly most likely to 
view IoT and Big Data as being closely correlated (85%) 
and similarly with AI (78%). Computer‑related 
manufacturing (91%) saw tight links between IoT and AI,  
a response perhaps indicative of the deeper understanding 
of technology suppliers for an emerging technology.

 Key takeaway

Involve AI and Big data specialists with IoT stakeholders 
to ensure a good fir between practitioners.

Alignment with data analytics, Big Data, Artificial Intelligence or Machine Learning
To what extent is your IoT project aligned with data analytics or Big Data, and to what extent is your IoT project aligned  

with Artificial Intelligence or Machine Learning? (Select the answer closest to your case)

Artificial Intelligence  
or Machine Learning

■  We see the two as being  
very closely connected

■  We see some alignment  
between the two

■  We see them as being  
separate efforts

Data Analytics  
or Big Data

100 %

80 %

60 %

40 %

20 %

0 %

55 %

40 %

5 %

63 %

32 %

5 %
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IT still leads on IoT
The Internet of Things is such a wide‑ranging and 
potentially important technology that it’s not surprising 
that people are asking who should lead on these projects. 
Can it be left to the CIO, or is there a requirement for 
information leaders to work alongside other senior 
executives on pilot projects?

The answer is necessarily complex. We will very likely see 
steering committees form across affected lines of business 
and the board. But the people at the sharp end of such 
projects often tend to be within the IT department and 
our results suggest that they might still play the biggest 
roles in the successful deployment of IoT projects.

The proliferation of answers and the multi‑headed 
approach to decision‑making risks slowing down activity 
and causing long and potentially difficult vendor 
relationships. Over time, buyers may have to adopt a 
shorter, simpler cycle or risk losing competitive advantage.

There may also be an element of voting bias here. 
Business roles were less likely to view IT as being the 
IoT lead and these are still quite early days to know for 
sure who will lead projects and how they will organize 
project management.

 Key takeaway

Consider assembling cross‑disciplinary teams to  
ensure buy‑in and get the most out of the talents  
at your disposal.

IoT Leadership
Who will lead and influence your IoT projects? (Select the single most important.)

29 %  Business  
Development

15 %  CXO

38 %  IT and / or 
Digital Leaders

18 %  Relevant lines 
of business
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Digital transformation is a journey. It affects every  
part of an enterprise including its people, its culture, 
its approach and its interaction with partners.

Firstly, an organization needs to assess the business 
value it can achieve from IoT solutions and consider, 
then design, the new processes required and the new 
opportunities that will be enabled. It needs to plan the 
architecture, including network impacts, and roll out the 
solution without underestimating factors such as 
training and change management. Agile organizations 
will build a minimum viable solution and learn along 
the way to reach its goals.

We can work with you on your digital transformation 
journey and specific innovation projects and, with our 
industry knowledge, we can support your IT deployment 
to maximize ROI and to help you transform. The time is 
right to speak to peers, experts and consultants to see 
where opportunities lie and to anticipate challenges.  
In IoT things are changing – fast. Don’t be left behind.

For any more information, please visit: 
www.fujitsu.com

Conclusion:  
Now is the time to act on IoT
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